BULLETIN - EAS ACTIVATION REQUESTED
FLASH FLOOD WARNING
NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE FORT WORTH TX
635 PM CST SAT DEC 26 2015

THE NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE IN FORT WORTH HAS ISSUED A

* FLASH FLOOD WARNING FOR...
  DALLAS COUNTY IN NORTH CENTRAL TEXAS...

* UNTIL 930 PM CST

* AT 634 PM CST...DOPPLER RADAR AND AUTOMATED RAIN GAUGES INDICATED
  THUNDERSTORMS PRODUCING HEAVY RAIN ACROSS THE WARNED AREA. FLASH
  FLOODING IS EXPECTED.

  * SOME LOCATIONS THAT WILL EXPERIENCE FLOODING INCLUDE...
    DALLAS...GARLAND...IRVING...GRAND PRAIRIE...MESQUITE...
    CARROLLTON...RICHARDSON...ROWLETT...DESO TO...GRA PE VINE...CEDAR
    HILL...WYLIE...COPPELL...DUNCANVILLE...LANCASTER...FARMERS
    BRANCH...BALCH SPRINGS...UNIVERSITY PARK...SACHSE AND SEAGOVILLE.

PRECAUTIONARY/PREPAREDNESS ACTIONS...

BE ESPECIALLY CAUTIOUS AT NIGHT WHEN IT IS HARDER TO RECOGNIZE THE
DANGERS OF FLOODING.

TURN AROUND...DON'T DROWN WHEN ENCOUNTERING FLOODED ROADS. MOST FLOOD
DEATHS OCCUR IN VEHICLES.

&&

LAT...LON 3298 9652 3255 9652 3255 9704 3299 9703

$$
THE NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE IN FORT WORTH HAS ISSUED A

* FLASH FLOOD WARNING FOR...
  WESTERN GRAYSON COUNTY IN NORTH CENTRAL TEXAS...
  EASTERN COOKE COUNTY IN NORTH CENTRAL TEXAS...

* UNTIL 945 PM CST

* AT 643 PM CST...DOPPLER RADAR INDICATED THUNDERSTORMS PRODUCING
  HEAVY RAIN ACROSS THE WARNED AREA. FLASH FLOODING IS EXPECTED.

* SOME LOCATIONS THAT WILL EXPERIENCE FLOODING INCLUDE...
  GAINESVILLE...WHITESBORO...PILOT POINT...POTTSBORO...
  COLLINSVILLE...LINDSAY...CALLISBURG...LAKE KIOWA...RAY ROBERTS PARK
  JOHNSON BRANCH...SOUTHWESTERN LAKE TEXOMA...SOUTHMAYD...TIOGA...
  VALLEY VIEW AND SADLER.

PRECAUTIONARY/PREPAREDNESS ACTIONS...

BE ESPECIALLY CAUTIOUS AT NIGHT WHEN IT IS HARDER TO RECOGNIZE THE
DANGERS OF FLOODING.

TURN AROUND...DON'T DROWN WHEN ENCOUNTERING FLOODED ROADS. MOST FLOOD
DEATHS OCCUR IN VEHICLES.

&&

LAT...LON 3396 9691 3387 9688 3385 9685 3387 9680
  3382 9676 3384 9669 3392 9667 3390 9663
  3341 9686 3343 9730 3379 9721 3378 9721
  3374 9717 3372 9716 3373 9709 3380 9710
  3382 9705 3385 9709 3385 9701 3395 9699

$$
THE NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE IN FORT WORTH HAS ISSUED A

* FLASH FLOOD WARNING FOR...
  COLLIN COUNTY IN NORTH CENTRAL TEXAS...

* UNTIL 1000 PM CST

* AT 658 PM CST...DOPPLER RADAR INDICATED THUNDERSTORMS PRODUCING
  HEAVY RAIN ACROSS THE WARNED AREA. FLASH FLOODING IS EXPECTED TO
  BEGIN SHORTLY.

* SOME LOCATIONS THAT WILL EXPERIENCE FLOODING INCLUDE...
  PLANO...MCKINNEY...FRISCO...RICHARDSON...ALLEN...WYLIE...SACHSE...
  MURPHY...PROSPER...ROYSE CITY...ANNA...FAIRVIEW...PRINCETON...
  CELINA...LUCAS...PARKER...FARMERSVILLE...VAN ALSTYNE...LOWRY
  CROSSING AND MELISSA.

PRECAUTIONARY/PREPAREDNESS ACTIONS...

BE ESPECIALLY CAUTIOUS AT NIGHT WHEN IT IS HARDER TO RECOGNIZE THE
DANGERS OF FLOODING.

TURN AROUND...DON'T DROWN WHEN ENCOUNTERING FLOODED ROADS. MOST FLOOD
DEATHS OCCUR IN VEHICLES.

$$
THE NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE IN FORT WORTH HAS ISSUED A

* FLASH FLOOD WARNING FOR...
  DENTON COUNTY IN NORTH CENTRAL TEXAS...
  TARRANT COUNTY IN NORTH CENTRAL TEXAS...

* UNTIL 1030 PM CST

* AT 727 PM CST...DOPPLER RADAR INDICATED THUNDERSTORMS PRODUCING HEAVY RAIN ACROSS THE WARNED AREA. FLASH FLOODING IS EXPECTED TO BEGIN SHORTLY.

* SOME LOCATIONS THAT WILL EXPERIENCE FLOODING INCLUDE...
  FORT WORTH...ARLINGTON...PLANO...GRAND PRAIRIE...CARROLLTON...FRISCO...DENTON...LEWISVILLE...FLOWER MOUND...MANSFIELD...EULESS...BEDFORD...GRAPEVINE...HALTOM CITY...KELLER...COPPELL...HURST...BURLESON...THE COLONY AND SOUTHLAKE.

PRECAUTIONARY/PREPAREDNESS ACTIONS...

BE ESPECIALLY CAUTIOUS AT NIGHT WHEN IT IS HARDER TO RECOGNIZE THE DANGERS OF FLOODING.

TURN AROUND...DON'T DROWN WHEN ENCOUNTERING FLOODED ROADS. MOST FLOOD DEATHS OCCUR IN VEHICLES.

$$
THE NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE IN FORT WORTH HAS ISSUED A

* FLASH FLOOD WARNING FOR...
  EASTERN PARKER COUNTY IN NORTH CENTRAL TEXAS...

* UNTIL 1045 PM CST

* AT 749 PM CST...DOPPLER RADAR INDICATED THUNDERSTORMS PRODUCING
  HEAVY RAIN ACROSS THE WARNED AREA. FLASH FLOODING IS EXPECTED TO
  BEGIN SHORTLY.

* SOME LOCATIONS THAT WILL EXPERIENCE FLOODING INCLUDE...
  WEATHERFORD...AZLE...BRIAR...WILLOW PARK...RENO...ALEDO...
  SPRINGTOWN...HUDSON OAKS...ANNETTA...ANNETTA SOUTH...ANNETTA NORTH
  AND SANCTUARY.

PRECAUTIONARY/PREPAREDNESS ACTIONS...

BE ESPECIALLY CAUTIOUS AT NIGHT WHEN IT IS HARDER TO RECOGNIZE THE
DANGERS OF FLOODING.

TURN AROUND...DONT DROWN WHEN ENCOUNTERING FLOODED ROADS. MOST FLOOD
DEATHS OCCUR IN VEHICLES.

&&

LAT...LON 3300 9768 3299 9754 3255 9755 3256 9801

$$
BULLETIN - EAS ACTIVATION REQUESTED
FLASH FLOOD WARNING
NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE FORT WORTH TX
820 PM CST SAT DEC 26 2015

THE NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE IN FORT WORTH HAS ISSUED A

* FLASH FLOOD WARNING FOR...
  HOOD COUNTY IN NORTH CENTRAL TEXAS...
  SOMERVELL COUNTY IN NORTH CENTRAL TEXAS...
  NORTHWESTERN JOHNSON COUNTY IN NORTH CENTRAL TEXAS...

* UNTIL 1045 PM CST

* AT 819 PM CST...DOPPLER RADAR INDICATED THUNDERSTORMS PRODUCING
  HEAVY RAIN ACROSS THE WARNED AREA. FLASH FLOODING IS EXPECTED TO
  BEGIN SHORTLY.

* SOME LOCATIONS THAT WILL EXPERIENCE FLOODING INCLUDE...
  GRANBURY...JOSHUA...PECAN PLANTATION...GLEN ROSE...GODLEY...
  LIPAN...DINOSAUR VALLEY STATE PARK...CLEBURNE STATE PARK...OAK
  TRAIL SHORES AND TOLAR.

PRECAUTIONARY/PREPAREDNESS ACTIONS...

BE ESPECIALLY CAUTIOUS AT NIGHT WHEN IT IS HARDER TO RECOGNIZE THE
DANGERS OF FLOODING.

TURN AROUND...DON'T DROWN WHEN ENCOUNTERING FLOODED ROADS. MOST FLOOD
DEATHS OCCUR IN VEHICLES.

$$
THE NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE IN FORT WORTH HAS ISSUED A

* FLASH FLOOD WARNING FOR...
   SOUTHEASTERN WISE COUNTY IN NORTH CENTRAL TEXAS...

* UNTIL 1045 PM CST

* AT 839 PM CST...DOPPLER RADAR INDICATED A THUNDERSTORM PRODUCING
   HEAVY RAIN ACROSS THE WARNED AREA. UP TO TWO INCHES OF RAIN HAVE
   ALREADY FALLEN...AND AN ADDITIONAL 2 INCHES OF RAIN WILL BE
   POSSIBLE OVER THE NEXT FEW HOURS. FLASH FLOODING IS EXPECTED.

* SOME LOCATIONS THAT WILL EXPERIENCE FLOODING INCLUDE...
   BRIAR...PECAN ACRES...NEW FAIRVIEW...AURORA...BOYD...RHOME AND
   NEWARK.

PRECAUTIONARY/PREPAREDNESS ACTIONS...

BE ESPECIALLY CAUTIOUS AT NIGHT WHEN IT IS HARDER TO RECOGNIZE THE
DANGERS OF FLOODING.

TURN AROUND...DON'T DROWN WHEN ENCOUNTERING FLOODED ROADS. MOST FLOOD
DEATHS OCCUR IN VEHICLES.

&&

LAT...LON 3341 9739 3299 9740 3299 9764 3300 9768

$$
THE NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE IN FORT WORTH HAS ISSUED A

* FLASH FLOOD WARNING FOR...
  WESTERN FANNIN COUNTY IN NORTH CENTRAL TEXAS...

* UNTIL 1115 PM CST

* AT 849 PM CST...DOPPLER RADAR INDICATED THUNDERSTORMS PRODUCING
  HEAVY RAIN ACROSS THE WARNED AREA. FLASH FLOODING IS EXPECTED TO
  BEGIN SHORTLY.

* SOME LOCATIONS THAT WILL EXPERIENCE FLOODING INCLUDE...
  BONHAM...LEONARD...SAVOY...ECTOR...DODD CITY...BAILEY...RAVENNA...
  BONHAM STATE PARK AND TRENTON.

PRECAUTIONARY/PREPAREDNESS ACTIONS...

BE ESPECIALLY CAUTIOUS AT NIGHT WHEN IT IS HARDER TO RECOGNIZE THE
DANGERS OF FLOODING.

TURN AROUND...DON'T DROWN WHEN ENCOUNTERING FLOODED ROADS. MOST FLOOD
DEATHS OCCUR IN VEHICLES.

$$
THE NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE IN FORT WORTH HAS ISSUED A

* FLASH FLOOD WARNING FOR...
  GRAYSON COUNTY IN NORTH CENTRAL TEXAS...
  EASTERN COOKE COUNTY IN NORTH CENTRAL TEXAS...

* UNTIL 1130 PM CST

* AT 925 PM CST...DOPPLER RADAR INDICATED HEAVY RAIN ACROSS THE
  WARNED AREA. UP TO TWO AND A HALF INCHES OF RAIN HAVE ALREADY
  FALLEN...AND AN ADDITIONAL 2 INCHES WILL BE POSSIBLE OVER THE NEXT
  SEVERAL HOURS. FLASH FLOODING HAS ALREADY BEEN REPORTED IN
  SOUTHERN COOKE COUNTY AND IS EXPECTED TO CONTINUE ACROSS THE
  WARNED AREA.

* SOME LOCATIONS THAT WILL EXPERIENCE FLOODING INCLUDE...
  SHERMAN...DENISON...GAINESVILLE...WHITEBORO...VAN ALSTYNE...
  HOWE...POTTSBORO...COLLINSVILLE...WHITETREST...GUNTER...BELLS...
  TOM BEAN...CALLISBURG...KNOLLWOOD...DORCHESTER...LAKE KIOWA...
  EISENHOWER STATE PARK...RAY ROBERTS PARK JOHNSON BRANCH...SOUTHERN
  LAKE TEXOMA AND SOUTHMAYD.

PRECAUTIONARY/PREPAREDNESS ACTIONS...

BE ESPECIALLY CAUTIOUS AT NIGHT WHEN IT IS HARDER TO RECOGNIZE THE
DANGERS OF FLOODING.

TURN AROUND...DONT DROWN WHEN ENCOUNTERING FLOODED ROADS. MOST FLOOD
DEATHS OCCUR IN VEHICLES.

$$